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had
the , .. .r ._______ . -- - .
following information of possible interest to Headquarters..i

1. On J December 1962, the Embassy Consular Section informed the. Station that 
- : ■ x . '

Marjan «Da*BirSKI ■
>; . DPQB: 6 December 1913, New Jersey. ISA .... 

. i Residence 17 Caro 11 yn Road. Elisabeths New Jersey^USA___
Profession: Chief Steward, S.S. H0R*7.CSAGA, Moorie TZCCormack line: 
Coast Guard Identity Number Z—6761; D-D 1 . .. .

come,.to the Embassy to report certain incidents involving .American' seamen andjy'.. 
Polish authorities. The subsequent interview with DEMBINSKI turned up the Cl; 3Z

2. On 1 December 1962, when the KORMACSAGA was docked in Gdynia, Poland, j 
f DEMBINSKt was approached by a Polish official who had come onboard with two other 
j immigration officers co issue landing cards to the crew.. The official in question 
I requested DEURTNSKI to come ashore where the two could talk privately. DEKBINSKI 

■ | declined stating that they could talk Just as privately in DEMBINSKI's cabin. After 
I ’ going to the cabin, the Polish official again insisted that DB.'.BI'iSKI meet with him 
I' privately ashore. Unless DEMEINSKI agreed, the officer tlireatened'to refuse DEMBIN- 

SKI a landing card. D3.!BII6KI became angry, said a few dirty Polish words to the 
official and the official departed in a rage. Later in the ship’s dining room where 
the landing cards wre being handed out, the same official once more asked if 
DE11PINSKI had changed his mind, ".hen DEMBINSKI replied in the negative, the officer 
tore up the landing card and threw it on the deck.

3* Later the same day, DEM3INSKI had a chance to speak with the Polish driver 
(name hot: known} of the official automobile owned by Moore McCormack. The driver 

_ . informed DEM3INSKI that the official who had tried to pressure DEMBINSKI was one 
\FKUttezYMAtSKI whom the driver described as "a very rough man”. The driver cautioned 

DBLBlNSKI to; be very careful with this person. The driver further pleaded with 
DEL’-BIKSKI not to divulge the fact that he, the driver, had tipped off DEJ'BE'iSEI as 
to the name of the official. DEJBINSKI 'considers the driver to be friendly and pro- 
American. D&’.BINSKI was asked to deSCTrn>el’SZYMA‘SKI, but was able only to say that
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he Is about J'21" in height, .about 110 lbs, and circa 1,0 years of age 
never saw SSYMA.’SXl until this incident.

h. DtllBTHSKI noted that- another seaman on the yOP.VACSAG’A 
WOJCfiISJttfSKI, was also seen talking to S?ll'AhSKI.
.went ashore. DEMBTi'iSKI a 
has had meetings with a s: 
American, returns to

As seaman received a pass and 
UTtiUCWl 
a naturalize

io.raenClotted that an unidentified bestut on ths 
pected 1'olish security official. This bosun, 

Poland every year to spend his holidays. • ■

f>. In addition 
quite friendly with

to the foregoing, DIl.’SH-iSKI stated that he at c;i

Stanislaw GOSIOR > -Olid.<
Current address:. ■•Slaatw.a Job?

became

Zc/,3^ _ . . .
"a former^ijninlErat-ion/security officer in the Gctynia/Gd&nsk ru~ea.~ 
DEMBINSh-1,. GUSIO.H was fired from' his job and spent sone time in 
released and currently work _______"
befriended GOSIOR by giving him food, clothing 
and 'OOSIOR used to warn DEYBI’.'SKI when the. latter was ' 
picion. To convince-DEMBINSK.I of his sincerity, COSIOi 
a copy 
latest incident with SZY’.'AkS’HI, DmMBU.'SKI is not planning to ever go ashore in Poland 
unless he lias protection

*».ox..rr.J
Accci'ding tb

_________ _________ spent some time in prison. He was later. 
In a radio shen. On a number of occasions DiSiBINSKI | 

and cigarettes
being followed

To convince' DEMBINSK.I of his sincerity, COSIOH once offered 
of the official dossier held on Dtl’.'BIHSKI bv the authorities.

ihey became friends 
cr under sus- 
to show DSSBINSK 
In view of the

He v.-ould, however, like to see Q331OR again and considers
'a good man to know", but D&.IBI’EKI does not wish.to risk his neck in so doing. 
g?faa!Ll-3a/a tic, y-rx >•,<■■<■?. ^< .■y .
6. /There are no Station traces on any of the above mentioned ns
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(C) Personal description and biographical data of an agent of the Fellah Secret Police.. 
Recruitment methods of Polish Secret Police. .

GLIWICE 5O18N-I639S (34U-CA-330744).

H. All information contained in this report is base.! on statements of SOURCE'S 
' . ■ brother-in-law in GLIWICE;’ who personally had the experience described in this report, 

and discussed same with SOURCE! There seemed no reason to doubt SOURCE’S reliability, 
who was cooperative, answered questions willingly, and no inconsistencies in his stat** 
ments were rioted.

. r All'll 6jl'V‘'*W
III. SOURCE furnished the following Jnfonnation about his brother-in-law: JIN.
Georg. DOB: 6 Feb 1926: Pp£_t^_GIJKI5g,. Trilej^j^qci^nic, present occupation!”: laborer 
in coal aiineGUWICS-SOSNIGA, present residence:/^ S 20 Uliaa!mir.a.JSC^KICA.-GLihLGE 3, feiAMO 
WEIMANN i'e married to a French national, WEIMANrf, Leona, D03: 192? or 1928. The couple 
has two girls, 12 and 10 years old. r i s t\-: i- »r

During 1957, while working together with two other miners in the above mentioned 
coal mine-, WEIMANN discussed a recent uprise of the laborers of another nearby coal mine 
against their administration, with his two co-workers. During this discussion, he took I 
the part of the rebels, and made several unfavorable statements about the present commu
nist regime in Poland. When leaving the coal mine at the end of his ahift, WEIMANN was 

: arrested by the Polish Secret Police, who had obviously been tipped, off by one of the
two co-workers of WEIMANN. The police questioned WEIMANN thoroughly about the people 
who had told him about the uprising in the nearby ccal mine, and finally interned him in 
the. local Jail. For a period of two months, WEIMANN remained imprisoned in the GLIWICE 
Jail; allegedly ,' the security police. Constantly attested during this time to gather in
formation from WEIMANN about his contacts and about whoever might have possibly informed 
him about the above incident. Finally, after twn months, HEIMANN was told that he could 
choose one of two things: he could either agree to work for the Polish secret police as 
an agent and would then be freed iamediately, or he could turn dewn that offer, but would 

I then be prosecuted in court and would definitely end up with a long-time Jail sentence.
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WllXAf.TI gave in , .and agreed:tp. work. for ;thqr'Polftft1intelligence. THe was'iismd- 
^diatel/ released from . cu»t cdy;-;'';w8:B";gi-vor:vg cover":'name'arid a‘ cover.• hutiberix _■• 
SOURCE was told that WEIMAR?, was to uqo the coyer name “Waclaw” as signature 
on all written - reports, vedle .the number would serve as an identification during . 
telephone conversations. it/liXaCX'iK'wae’: to collect anykind of intelligence infer-• ■- 
nation, and: wao to submit regular reports oh-the political :redl'abiilty of ac- - 
quaintances, friends, relatives', neighbors,-arid co-workers, arid reports about 
the morale of the local population. At this stage, SOURCE; himself became a little 
afraid of hi a brothen-ln-^aw^and kept away from him as much as possible.' When -7 

- discussits'>the: subject with.his brother-in-law shortly before SOURCE'a departure7 ' 
for .West Germany, SOURCE was-told that WEIMARN had allegedly .never submitted any 
.^oporto, but had always excused himself with "lack of occasion" to gather infor
mation. SOURCE was told that .therefore, ths sec ret police soondlscontlnued to 
-bother WKLMANN. SOURCE did not . thirJc that WEIMANN la presently still working for 
the secret' police.

: SOURCE pointed out that WEIMAUN would like to come to..West Germany *>, a 
reaettler. He;fears that-his past- connections with the police might make an emd- ; 
gration imposslble, but will most probably fa|Jce an attempt to procure a passport 
in the very near future.

No further information. ■

SAVAJ: 
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(U) Location of secret police office^metliod^'o^ recruiting repatriate for 
spy work, description of secret police agent.

I BITCH: 5O21N-1858E (QY5147)

lit Dec 61, SOURCE had applied to the KATOWICE: 5C16N-190LE Province Ad-ini-
‘ stratiem 'for-an exit permit to Vest Germany. In.Apr 62, still waiting for an

answer, he was approached by a secret agent who tried to talk him into-colla- 
;l borating'with thePolfsh intelligence service. Because the agent had invited

:;i him to the-Hotel "DRISTOl." in DITCM, SOURCE obtained reliable confirmation of the
6 ! \ assertion by friends that, this hotel was the location of the BYT CM branch office

of the Polish intelligence service. SOURCE, an artist of .above average intelligence 
and experience, soon understood what the agent was driving at, and refused on the ' 
grounds that he was completely Incompetent for intelligence work. SOURCE related

(i: his experience in the desire to draw attention to the subtle methods applied by
the Polish intelligence service. ? His statements were accepted as credible because 
of the honesty with which SOURCE described Lis own attitude and reactions. . , /

«r- /A?i< -/ /'■/-> /

\\'nfr. III. The agent introduced himself to SOURCE under the narie”’’2AKRZEVSKI<' and as '' 
, an employee .of the KATOWICE Province Administration. Ho came to SOURCE’S horse

in BYT CM after first asking for SOURCE'S permission over the telephone.
Hi i 1 M ty-.g ; r . ? <r< i . P..,»yv o r r i ■. P, s t' ? f f
1xr.(ZAKfl2EWSKI was about Is or'4l> years oTT, Stocky. biiiTt',' about 170 cn, A 

■ dark-brown hairy black eyes, thin eyebrows, fleshy cheeks, closely shaved,
unfurrexved forehead, fleshy hands with short and thick fingers. He was conser
vatively And elegantly dressed, his movements were lively, and he spoke a cultured 
Polish without any accent. His behavior and way of speaking were of a manner 
characteristic of the former pre-war educated Polish society.

. a •• Wipt F.n yp / >/7 /ClAT c F^tri. l<

II

1 Mr. 2AKR2EWSKI opened frfc~xrxrrrrr^^I^f^lt?Fmgny^apr^6gfe::5^-for C.a 
venience he was causing, and assured SOURCE that his mission was by nomeans 
intended to embarrass or otherwise discomfort SOURCE. He also showed SCX.'RCE an 
identity Card with his photograph which, as SOURCE observed after a casual

t»,TR10UTion a, 
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inspection, identified Mr, ZAERZEVSXI as employee of the passport division in the 
KATOWICE Province Administration.

. ZAKRZEWSKI then explained that he was. authorized td offer SOURCE a straight 
deal which', if.SOURCE only cared to consider it realistically, would turn out to 
their mutual benefit. SOURCE’S personality, particularly his academic education 
and hi a reputation as a painter together with hla Known loyal attitude towards 
the state, qualified SOURCE as. the ideal partner in a somewhat delicate under
taking.. The' personalities of influence, for whom Mr. ZAIRZh'WSKT was authorised 
to speak, could not think of any one with qua 1if(cations better than SOURCE’S;

■. ..SOURCE replied that, of course, he would gladly become a partner to any efforts 
intended to promote the arts because ;they were the only things he really cared 
for./ .SOURCE had, after Mr. ZAERZEWSKI’s' Introductory remarks, quite correctly 
guessed what was meant by the ’’straight deal" and he, therefore, tried to avoid 

’ the subject. Mr. ZAKRZEw’SKI then asked SOURCE frankly hew he did with his 
painting. , SOURCE could only truthfully reply that his art was definitely not 
suited, to provide a living for him .and his wife. This was also the reason, 

.’SOURCE emphasised, that he waited, to leave Poland because he could no longer:' 
bear to live from his wife's income. * ‘

"This is all well known to us” said Mr. ZAKRZhVSKI, "but do you in all 
seriousness believe that you will do better In West Genaany? They have painters 

< by the thousands and you, as a newcomer to this crowd, will only be sorry to have 
ji, joined them. You will have to depend on your wife’s income more than with us in
p; Poland ". Mr. ZAKRZEkSKL then continued that the aid which SOURCE would receive

j : ’ would enable him to better devote himself to his art because financial worries-
‘ ‘ would be taken from his mind. "Is not this a straight deal?", Mr. ZAKRZEWSKI

i I' asked; "you help us and we help you, and we know that your help will be worth the
I ■ money". When SOURCE asked what was meant by "us" and "we” and what kind of
; '"help" he was expected to offer, Mr. ZAKRZEWSKI cautiously replied that, before

.' j''I■■ being more specific, he would need SOURCE'S agreement to the proposition.
; ’ : । "Please try to understand", Mr. ZAKRZEWSKI said, "I represent, as you have seen,

; ; i the government, and it is part of the deal that details.of your mission will be
i P' made known to you the moment we know that you arc willing to help.” SOURCE then
। ' ! ' " • refused by emphasising that, as ah artist, he felt in no way competent for the

,i . , . mission which doubtlessly will be assigned to him In .Germany. His nerves would
। '.j. not stand, the strain and, sooner or later, he would fail, and thus ruin himself.
h । ■ Mr. ZAKRZEWSKI accepted SOURCE'S refusal without the slightest. sign'of dis-
। .' ■’ appointment, impatience or anger. He. listened to SOURCE’S words with a friendly

smile on his fgee, and consnented that such a reaction was only natural and even
1'1 • reasonable from a man like SOURCE, and it was only further proof of SOURCE'S
| inordinate intelligence and integrity. He assured SOURCE that there was no
i hurry, and important things quite naturally need some time to be carefully thought
ii over. Inviting SOURCE to carefully reconsider the offer, he asked for permission

j! to approach the mat ter a second time in a few weeks. On this occasion, SOURCE
tj . should be prepared, after Mr. ZAKRZEWSKI's telephone call, to conic to the hotel
jj "BRIST0L"on ULICA PIHISZEGO MAJA" (First of May Road), where matters could be
j1 discussed more easily. SOURCE agreed to this arrangement because he was afraid
i ; that, bjr a flat and uncompromising refusal, be would Jeopardize his exit permit,
i'' 

The hotel "BRISTOL" was an impressive four-storied building with a tavern 
and a night-club,-which had been renovated in I960. It was patronized by well-to- 

' • • j do members of the intelligentsia and tourists. He remembered having heard from
i] : fellow members of his painters’ club that the secret police had rented a wing in

! one of the upper stories of this hotel. The rooms, number unknown, were said to
be furnished as offices and club rooms.

; ; 1 '■ - ' ■ ' ' 
Between above conversation in Apr 62 and SOURCE’S departure dn June 13th, 1962,

fCZurt/icationJ
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Mr ZAXRZEb5KI or another iwaber of the secret re lice tried to ring up SOURCE tn 
his boss* four times. In all four instances, SOURCE’S wife answered the telephone 
and told the caller that her husband was not at hose and that she had no idea 
where he was. The callers always asked her politely when she thought he would 
he at hose. SOURCE'S wife would then explain at great length that her husband's 
occupation was such that he himself could never tell whet, custcweers would show 
up and where he would, work at a certain time. She would then give a day at random 
with which the callers seemed to be satisfied.

SOURCE obtained the exit permit without having seen Mr. ZAKRZEWSKI or any 
other member of the Polish secret police a second time.

^ARNOLD F. VON MARBOD 
Major, USAF 
Element Commander
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suojecr (C) ALLEGED SECRET POLICE OFFICIAL oat'or report 5. NOV 62 
IN ZABRZE

DATS OF
INFO 1949 - OCT 61

place a■ 
DATE ACQ.

Evaluation
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Meh

', ho. o. paaea , .1 ■ ■■ ...

^rgRCHce* M-6-61; DIRM 6A1; 153.100

fash , JQE-9, 7000SV~(USAFE) 
PREP ARED BV HHJ)a<DRA\D/WALIHVKLLER

I. The Alleged secret police official resided at the eastern outskirts of ZABRZE: 
5O19N-1847E (54UCA425745) on UUCA PIOTRO SKARCI (street name). The house number was 
possibly 15, 17, or 19.

II. Frora 1949 to pct 61 SOURCE personally observed the individual about twice per 
month on UUCA PIOTRO SKARGI.- SOURCE resided in vicinity of the individual, oil UUCA 
GURNICZAjS>23. SOURCE gave information freely and no inconsistencies were noted.

■•m.. ALLEGED SECRET PI^JCE OFFICIAL: &£ - c . . ,
■ cA ,.-a r' c (.LiKtf £ '

Family namdr; SRQK^. DOB circa 1930, 175 cm, stout appearance, dark hair, round 
face, erect posture, cynical face expression. SROKA was observed by SOURCE either 
dressed in civilian clothes or in the greenish-grey uniform of a Polish secret, police 
officer. Time of observation was between 1700 and 1600 hours during weekdays. SROKA was 
usually carrying a dark-brown suitcase in his right hand. SOURCE was several times warned 
about SROKA by local ethnic Germans, who considered SROKA a very dangerous informer and 
ardent hater of Garmans, although SROKA had been affiliated with some German-Nazi youth 

, organic^tipnj^uring^.WW II. Shortly after the end of Wtf li SROKATiad joined the Polish 
MILICIA (militia) and advanced very rapidly due to his ruthless behavior towards the 
German residents of ZABRXE. After several years with the MIUCIA, SROKA had Joined the 
local secret police in ZABRZE. According to hearsay, SROKA had become a Reading secret 
police official in GLIWICE; 5017N-1840E in 1957 or 1958. No further information.
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24 August 1962

MEMORANDUM FOR: Chief, EE/Poland

SUBJECT:

REFERENCES:

UB Penetrations of Israeli 
Embassy in Warsaw

A. YT-1103, 25 November 1961
B. YT-1251, 6 February 1962

* 1. During the course of investigations into the information 
contained in paragraph I. a of Reference A one of Juliusz HIBNER's^'^i 

'..two sisters, vbp ere living in Israel, has been contacted. She is Ll/2 
Mrs', Rachc/lRoSENFELb, born In .1909. who settled in Palestine 
in 1929 and is currently employed as a clinical psychologist in 
Haifa. -* hi questioning her, she was sincerely cooperative and /1| 
there is no reason to doubt her loyalty. ' j . * . o Cc< 3 / I

2. ^\fter World War II, Mrs. ROSENFELD went to Poland on 
two occasions. [ ’In 1946 she was sent there by Jewish national insti* 
tut^ons to make arrangements for.the transfer to Palestine of 
Jewish children wjNr^a$l. survived the Naait holocaust. She met her 

/two brothers, JtAitfi/^Jnd /Fozef'jnBNEF&^both of whom were sym
pathetic and assisted her with her mission. Mrs'. ROSENFELD's 
second visit to Poland took place in August-September 1955 when 
•she accompanied her daughter, Tamar, and her sister. During 
her six weeks stay, she lived at the house of her brother, Josef, 
but met Juliusz HIBNER frequently.^

■ 3. Mrs. ROSENFELD is certain that she did not attend any 
official function at the legation building or at the home'of an Israeli 
diplomat in Warsaw. However, she visited the legation several 
times and also had several talks with one of the legation employees 
in, the latter's lodgings at the Bristol Hotel. She believes that, on 
these occasions, she may have mentioned certain matters of in
terest which she had gleaned from conversations with her brothers.

c$ COPY

3 l
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Mrs. ROSENFELD stresses that questions pertaining to Israel, 
the situation of Polish Jewry and emigration were frequently 
discussed'with her brothers who showed a keen interest in these 
subjects; On one such occasion, Juliusz HIBNER stated that he 
and other Polish leaders were in favor of Jewish emigration to 
Israel and-intimated that official authorization to this effect was 
about to be given. Mrs. ROSENFELD is virtually certain of 
having passed on this item of information to her acquaintance 
at the legation. She cannot remember where the talk in question 
took place,' but is inclined to believe that they met at the Bristol 
Hotel.

4. With reference to paragraph 3 of Reference A, no useful 
comment iis available at the present writing.

STEPHEN C. MILLETT, JR. 
Chief, CI/SPG
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Introduction

Source obtained most of the information in this report from November 1953 
to August I960 while serving with the Polish Bolder Security Troops (Wojsko 
Ochrcny Pogranlcza-WO?) as counterintelligence officer at DZIWNCW and SLIWNO 
Posts of the Baltic WOP Brigade. Before this assignment, he attended a ji-year 
course at the-Berder Security Troops Officers' School at KETRZYN, from which he 
graduated in 1958 as a Junior lieutenant. Prom September i960 until his defec
tion he attended the Higher Naval School at GDYNIA for WOP Officers.

Source's over-all knowledge of the Polish Border Security Troops' 
operations can be credited to his interest in the service and to his assignment 
as a counterintelligence officer, which gave him the opportunity to work with 
WOP units on all levels and with local police and security organs.

Listed below are the names, UTMs and geographic coordlnat.es of locations 
used throughout this report. Coordinates are not shown for well-known locations.

LOCATION PIN GEOOhAPHIC'

BIALOGARD 54 OON 16 OOE wv 6584

DARLCWO 52 25N 16 25E WA 9131
DZIWNCW 54 02N 14 46e w 8587

KARWIA . 5‘- 51N 18 15E XA 2079

KETRZYN 54 09N 21 22E EE 2492

LEBCRK 54 JIN 17 28e XA 7847

MIEDZYWODZIE 55 OON 14 41E W 80s 4

MRZEZYNO 54 OoN 15 18E WA 1900

..NIECHORZE 54 06N 15 02E WV 0694

NCWOGARD 53 40N 15 07E WV 0746

PQBIEROWO Unknown Unknown

PUSTKOW Unknown' Unknown

R5WA L 54 OpN 15 01E WA 0193

RCUY .54 40N 17 OJE XA 3260

SADLCWO Unknown Unknown

SLTWNO 54 04N 15 OLE wv 0291

SLUPSK 54 2$N 17 01E XA 3138

TORUN 53 01N 18 36E CD 4077

TRZEBIATOW =4 04 N 15 162 WV 1790

USTXA 54 35N 16 51E XA 2050

WRZOSOWO 54 01N 14 482 w 8785

ZOICIN Unknown Unknown
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Introduction (Cont'd)

Listed below are the official abbreviations, English translations, and 
transliterations er raws In the original language of organisations used 
throughout this report.

ABBREVIATION ENGLISH TRANSLATION NAME IN ORIGINAL LANGUAGE

WOP Border Security Troops Wojsko Ochrony Pogranicza
MO Citizens' Militia. Mllicja Obywatelska
WKR District Military Headquarters Wojskowa Komenda Rejonowa

pz Counterintelligence Post Placowka Zwladowcza

GPK Border Traffic Control Point Grantczny Funkt Kontrolny

AK Home Artsy (underground during 
World War II)

Armla Krajowa

WSW Military Internal Security 
Service

Wojskowa Sluzba Wewnetrzna

KBW Internal Security Corps Korpus Bezpleczenstwa 
Wewnetrznego

NSW Ministry of Internal Affairs M.lnlsterstwo Spraw Wewnetrznych

PKM2 l-’l.J-rr: antiaircraft heavy 
machinegun, ZPU-2

Przeciw Lotnlozy Karabin
Maszynowy Dwu .Lufowy

MON Ministry of National Defense Ministerstwo Obrony NarodoweJ

A. OPERATIONS OF THS BORDER SECURITY TROOPS

1. Border Area

The border area was established by a law passed by the National Council 
dated 21 March 19^8, which revised the existing law governing the security of 
the Polish frontier. Source could not recall any details of the law, except 
that it stated that the border area was divided into three parts: the forbidden 
strip, the border strict and the border zone.

a. Forbidden Strip (Pas Wzbronlony)

This was a strip of land, also referred to as the border control path 
(Pas Drogl GranlczneJ), which was completely under the Border Security Troops' 
(Wojsko Ochrony Pogranicza-WOP) administration and control. There were no 
markers indicating its limits. The width varied, depending on the terrain; 
It was never narrower than 10 m and seldom wider titan 100 m, however. The 
forbidden strip was an evacuated area, but by special permission the local 
population could enter it for a limited time to remove firewood and iiarvest 
hay.

The forbidden strip was 6 m wide and was plowed; a telephone line 
ran parallel to it; and wooden observation towers on it were spaced J to 5 km 
apart, depending on the field of vision. To the best of Source's knowledge, 
there were no physical obstacles, such as barbed-wire fences, electrlfle^ 
fences, and trip flares on the Polish frontier, except west of SZCZECIN.
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I:', the coastal areas the forbidden .strip remained oft' limits to 
pedestrian traffic from 15 CVtcber to 15 April, and from sunset to sunrise froa 
15 April to 15 October. There were no movement restrictions within the strip . 
In the daylight hours during the vacation season from 15 April to 15 October. .

Tlie pliysical security means along the coast were the same as along 
the Inland boiler except that radar lowers were to replace the observation 
towers sometime in 19623

b. Border Strip (Strefa Nadgranlczna)

Source described the border strip as an area over which the Border 
Security Troops exercised operational control. It extended 2 to 6 km from 
the border or from the coast and It was marked with a sign "Strefa Nadgranlczna? 
All persons desiring to reside within the border strip were required to obtain 
permission from their county Citizens' Militia (MO) office. Upon arrival 
in the border strip area, they were required to register for permanent or 
temporary residence with the local Registrar's Office (Bluro Meldunkowe). In 
the coastal area, during' summer months (IS April to 15 October) tourists and 
vacationers were not required to obtain entry permits from their local MO; 
they were required to register, however. Transient passenger traffic through 
the border strip required no special authorization.

c. Border Zone (Zona Graniczna)

Source defined the border zone as an area over which the Border 
Security Troops brigades exercised limited operational control. The zone 
extended up to 50 km from the border. The entrance into trie border zone was 
not marked and no special doeumentat ion was required to enter or reside in It.

d. Coastal Waters

The coastal waters were divided into two zones: the territorial 
waters, extending 3 nautical miles from the shore at low tide, and waters of 
the adjacent strip (Strefa Wod Przyleglych), extending Into the sea for an 
additional 3 nautical miles. The WOP exercised complete operational control 
over the territorial waters only. It was within the WOP authority to enforce 
existing water traffic regulations; to prevent fishing within the limits of 
the territorial waters by foreign fisnlng fleets, and to search all craft for 
stowaways, proper documentation of the crews, and contraband.

2. Criteria for Selection of WOP Personnel

The WOP enlisted men came from normal conscription channels. Source 
did not know the criteria for selection used by the District Military 
Office (uiojskowa Komenda ReJonowa-WKR), but he thought that to qualify a 
conscript had to have only a clean police record and a minimum of 7 years of 
education; political reliability and membership in the Communist Party were 
not factors.

Conscripts with 11 years of education (gimnazium) were selected for 
officer candidate training upon, graduation,~ and sent-directly to WOP Officers’ 
School at KETRZYN, or for NCO training, or were assigned to port battalions 
or to border traffic control posts.

3. Training

After passing the medical examination at the local WKR, early In 
October, the conscripts received orders to report directly to WOP Brigade

6
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headquarters. Here, they were assigned to the Brigade Recruit Training Center, 
where they underwent 2 weeks of p-reliminary training and cursory medical 
examination, and were organised into training companies, platoons, and squads. 
Following the 2-week preliminary training they were given 14 weeks of basic 
Infantry training and basic border security training.

The conscripts were sworn in after 8 weeks of basic training, usually 
on New Year's Day. Upon successful eomple-blon-of the basic training In early 
February they were selected for specialist training and NCO training. The 
specialist training prepared the draftees for duty with pert battalions or 
with border control posts. The training lasted from 6 to 12 weeks. Con
scripts who were selected for NCO training attended the Brigade NCO School, 
which lasted 9 months.

The mandatory training ir. the outposts was conducted by officers and 
noncommissioned officers. Because of the staggered hours of border duty, 
the training was conducted twice daily, from 0800 to 1100 hours, and from 1)500 
to about 1600 hours. Garrison training was rather inefficient and the schedule 
was not rigidly followed because of the shortage of personnel. The main stress 
in garrison training was placed on border guard subjects. The men were taught 
the methods used by border violators, border regulations, detection and inter
pretation of tracks left on the plowed strip, familiarisation with documents 
and permits used In je border sone and at border crossing points, types of 
patrol duties, searching and conveying of arrested personnel, and use of 
service dogs. All WO? personnel were required to qualify with their individual 
weapon twice a year.

Garrison training was suspended from September through February, during 
which time part of the old conscripts were discharged while the new conscripts 
were still undergoing basic training.

4. Duty

The duty of securing the torder was always assigned to a patrol 
(element) consisting of at least two enlisted men. There were several types of 
patrols, each charged with a specific duty.

a. Border Sentry (Wartcwni’s Granlczny)

The patrol consisted of two or more stationary guards designated 
to guard a limited sector of the border, a road block, a bridge, and road and 
railroad barriers. Tne tour of cuty was 'I hours every 24 hours. Their 
equipment consisted of an AK Kalishnikow submachinegun and 70 rounds of live 
ammunition; a flare pistol, FS-4j-,with six white, three green, arri three red 
flares; a flashlight; an individual first aid kit; and field glasses. The 
equipment was considered standard for all types of patrols.

b. Guard Checking Patrol (Element Kontrolny)

The patrol *consisted cf an armed officer and one armed enlisted 
man or noncommissioned officer. The duty of the .patrol was to check the 
performance of the patrols postei along the entire sector of responsibility of 
the outpost. The patrol was required to make one check of the sector every 4 
hours. The tour of duty was 4 hours.

c. Border Inspecting Patrol (Element Badawczy)

The patrol consisted of two or more walking guards designated to 
guard a well-defined sector of tne border, or the entire length of the sector of 
responsibility. The patrol inspected the plowed strip for tracks. In localities

6
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where civilian population lived close to the border, Die patrol alao checked 
documenta and passes of all persons permitted to work within the forbidden 
strip. The lengtii of duty was 5 hours.

d. Listening Patrol (Podsluch)
1

The patrol consisted of two stationary guards designated to guard 
natural approaches to the border. It occupied a concealed position with a 
good field of observation and maintained absolute silence. A service dog al
ways accompanied the listening patrol. The length of duty was 4 hours.

e. Roving Patrol (Patrol Wahadlowy)

The patrol consisted of two or more guards designated to inspect 
a border sector area in the forbidden strip and In the border strip. Their 
mission was to Intercept all unauthorized civilian traffic in the forbidden 
strip and to check documentation of all suspected persons in the border strip. 
The length of duty was 5 to 7 hours.

f. Observation Patrol (Obserwacja)

The patrol consisted of two or more armed enlisted personnel, 
designated to observe an assigned bolder area from a tower or from a con
cealed position. The length of duty was 'I hours.

g. Technical Inspection Team (Element Kontroli Technlcznej)

The patrol consisted of two communications maintenance men designated 
to chock and maintain wire communications, trip wires, and flares. If present, 
in the sector. In addition they were used to maintain observation towern, road 
barriers, guard booths and existing physical security means along the border. 
Their length of duty was 8 hours.

h. Ambush Patrol (Zaaadzka)

It consisted of five or more enlisted men, armed, wl th an officer 
in charge, designated to apprehend border violators, acting on a warning from 
the CI officer, who gave the approximate route of escape and time of escape. 
Accompanying the ambush patrol were a dog and dog-handler team and walkie- 
talkie radio operator with a radio, type unidentified.

t. Pursuit Detail (Grupa Posclgowa)

The composition of the patrol was similar to the ambush patrol, 
except that the patrol acted on a confirmed border violation and pursued the 
violator until apprehended.

J. Screening Detail (Grupa Zaporowa)

The strength of the screening detail varied, depending on the 
echelon of the unit to whicn it was subordinate. The detail was designated 
to seal off penetrated areas within the entire border zone. If tire situation 
warranted, the border zone could be sealed by screening details of the whole 
brigade and adjacent brigades.

k. Gangplank Guard (w'artownik Blokujacy)

It consisted of one or twe armed guards designated to control 
leaving and entering traffic aboard ships berthing in liarbors. The guard

7
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was responsible for survetll Ing the loading and unloading of ships, for 
checking passes and passports of all persons boarding or leaving ship, and for 
maintaining a slgn-ln and slgn-out boox for all persons boai-dlng and leaving 
the vessel. The length of duty was 7 hours.

1. Border Convoy (Konwojent)

The patrol consisted of two or more armed guards, designated to 
escort apprehended violators to the higher headquarters, or civilian authori
ties.

m. Search Detail (Eklpa Kontrolna)

It consisted of up to 20 armed soldiers designated to search 
ships, fishing crafts, truek^ and trains for stowaways and contraband. The 
length of duty was 8 hours.

n. Alert Detail (Grupa Alarmowa)

The alert detail consisted of about 10 men or more designated 
to stand by for immediate deployment as directed by the duty officer. The 
alert detail was always commanded by an officer. The detail used its own 
personnel to organize the varied patrols necessary to apprehend a border 
violator. The strength of the detail depended on the echelon of the head
quarters to which it was subordinate.

o. Outpost Sentry (Wartownlk Straznlcy)

A single armed guard was designated to guard the outpost, 
keeping on the alert for approaching personnel and vehicles, and reporting by 
telephone to the charge of quarters all unusual accidents, such as pistol 
flares and illumination from trip flares. The tour of duty was 8 hours.

p. Charge of Quarters (Podoficer Sluzbowy)

The duty was performed by an extended service NCO designated 
to assist the outpost duty officer in carrying out the outpost operations 
for the day. His duties Included: to wake up each guard JO minutes before 
duty; to Issue each enlisted man ammunition and equipment necessary for per
formance of duty; to assemble the patrol; to bring the patrol to the duty 
officer for orders and instructions; to receive the patrols returning from 
duty; to follow the training schedule and get the proper personnel to the 
proper places at the proper time; and to maintain telephone communication 
with the patrols on the border. The length of duty was 24 hours, beginning 
at 1400 hours.

q. Duty Officer (Officer Sluzbowy)

All outpost officers and qualified carrier noncommissioned 
officers (podoficer zawodowy) performed tine duty. The duty officer was 
responsible for the over-all operation of the outpost and for the security of 
the border sector In accordance with the operational plan for the day. His 
duties Included the dispatch of border patrols, maintaining telephone liaison 
with higher and adjacent headquarters, organizing and dispatching alert details 
in case of border violations, reporting all border violations to the outpost 
commander, battalion duty officer, local a’0? counterintelligence officer, 
adjacent outpost duty officers, and the local commander of the Citizens’ 
Militia. The length of duty was 24 hours, beginning at 1400 hourso
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A typical order of the officer of the clay to a patrol being 
posted was as follows:

"Privates ANIOLEK and PENTELA, I designate you to safeguard the 
borders of tho Polich People's Republic as a roving patrol. The patrol 
commander will bo Private ANIOLEK. You will perform your duty on the right 
flank of the outpost from the big oak tree on the extreme limit of the sector to 
the first road crossing. Your duty will be to prevent unauthorized violation 
of the border within your sector; upon arriving at the designated border 
sector, to patrol its full length and to pause every half hour and observe it 
from concealment. Your route march: Dirt road towards the wcods, then along 
the northern edge of the woods. At the end of the wooded area turn right and 
using the- path along the plowed strip walk to the big oak tree. Halt all 
persons and identify them. In case of suspicion of any one’s identity, 
notify the outpost by telephone. Your return route: the bituminous road to 
the road crossing with the bus stop. You will be there approximately 0730 
hours, at which time the morning bus should arrive. Upon its arrival check 
documents of all passengers. Improperly documented persons escort to the 
outpost. Your duty on the border will begin at 0400 hours and end at OiiOO 
hours. On your right flank until 0600 hours there will be a listening post, 
(names given); on your left flank until OoOO hours will be a border sentry 
patrol (names given); you will establish contact with both of them. Maintain 
communication with the outpost every hour by telephone, and in emergency by 
flares. Fire two green flares in case of penetration into Poland, three green 
Clares in case of penetration out of Poland, and two red flares in case help 
Is needed. Thu password for the day Is ^Bayonet* ('By tom"). When crossing 
the plowed strip mark your foot prints with a letter X Inscribed in a circle 
Do you understand your orders? Repeat your order." The patrol commander 
was required to repeat only the pertinent parts of the order.

5. Planning of Border Security

The outpost commander was responsible for the security of the border . 
sector charged to his outpost. In preparing his plans for the safeguarding 
of his sector he guided himself by orders and instructions received from higher 
headquarters (battalion and brigade); by the analysis of the local situation 
by the CI officer and his recommendation; and by the terrain features existing 
in the sector.

The commanding officer could order normal operations or reinforced 
operations (sluzba wzmocniona). The reinforced operations were ordered in the 
event of border violation, or an expected border violation; during political 
unrest, such as the Hungarian revolution of 1956 and Poznan events of 195*5; 
during national holidays, I May and 22 July; during Christmas, New Year, and 
Easter seasons; and during locally organized political conventions, bazaars, 
county fairs, and local celebrations in the border strip. The reinforced 
operations were ordered under the assumption that during the Increased 
traffic near the border the incidents of border violations Increased and the 
alertness of the border troops decreased. During reinforced operations the 
number of posted patrols was Increased by 40 percent and the tour of duty 
was extended up to 10 hours for enlisted men and career noncommissioned 
officers and to 6 hours for officers.

Upon deciding on a plan of securing the border for a given time period 
the commanding officer entered a detailed plan of action in the outpost opera
tions logbook (Kslazka Operacyjna) . In his plan, lie decided whether normal 
or.rein forced operation would be conducted; designated by name the various 
border patrols and their sector of responsibility; organized the area of 
patrols' responsibility so that they were overlapping and mutually supporting;

9
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and preparcd’alert plans for border violations, fire, air attack, and in case 
of the outposts along the Baltic Sea, against airborne and waterborne attacks 
Source had no information on the alert procedures except that troops were 
required to form in Cull field equipment in predesignated assembly areas, and 
that the next higher headquarters were notified about the alert,

6. Password and Signs

The challenge (Haslo) and the reply (Cdzew) of the password for the 
day were fixed by the brigade headquarters. The challenge was always a com
ponent part Of a weapon and the reply was always the name of a city, which 
started with the same letter as the challenge word. The procedure for 
challenging and replying was as follows:

Challenger: "Halt! Who goes there?” (Stoj! Kto idzie?)

Challenged: "Border Service." (Sluzba Granlczna)
I

Challenger: "Challenge?" (Haslo)

Challenged: "Trigger." (Kurek)

Challenger: "KRAKCW; thank you; free passage." (KRAKCW; Dziekuje; Droga Wolna)

There were no other means of mutual identification known to Source, 
except marking of the crossing of the plowed strip described in paragraph •’fr, 
above.

7. Reporting Procedures of Border Violations

Whenever tracks on the plowed strip, or other indications of unauthorized 
movement were observed, the patrol notified outpost headquarters at once by 
telephone: and by flares. The outpost duty officer alerted the entire outpost, 
the CI officer, the battalion headquarters, and both flanking outposts. He 
dispatched the service dog and the dog handler team to the place of violation, 
deployed the alert detail in the expected path of the border violator and 
ordered reinforced operations within the sector of responsibility.

At battalion headquarters the duty officer alerted the brigade head
quarter::, the CI Section and adjacent battalion headquarters; and deployed the 
battalion's reserve detail, paying particular attention to securing by road 
blocks all road Junctions, bus stops>and railroad stations within a radius of 
15 km of the point of border violation.

At brigade level the duty officer alerted the brigade headquarters and 
deployed the reserve detail in the border zone, blocking road Junctions, bus 
stops>and railroad stations within a radius of JO km from the point of border 
violation.

When it was determined that an illegal border crosser had left Polish 
territory, the outpost duty officer obtained tcirough command channels permission 
to pursue the violator into the foreign territory. By mutual agreement of the 
Communist bloc countries such permissions were promptly given, and border guards 
on both sides of the border mutually cooperated. Simultaneously, the outpost 
duty officer notified the local CI officer, who, assisted by the service dog 
handler team, tracked back the probable route of escape in order to establish 
the point of departure of the border violator and to determine whether any 
help was rendered to the violator by a local accomplice. The CI officer also 
alerted his "Agentura" in order to determine whether any strangers were ob
served in the area, and to obtain any info-ration on the suspect.

10
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Border violators apprehended In the outpost area were first Interrogated 
at the Outpost headquarters by the CI officer, then convoyed under armed guard 
through channels to the brigade headquarters for final disposition.

In order to test and stimulate the alertness of the Border Security 
Troops and the confidential Informant net, the chief of the CI Division at 
brigade headquarters dispatched a fictitious border violator every 4 to 6 
months. Upon apprehension of the violator the personnel responsible for the 
apprehension were rewarded as if a real border violator had been apprehended, 
and were never Informed of the true circumstances. The usual award to WOP 
personnel was 14 days of home leave, a radio receiver or money. Confidential 
informers were rewarded financially.

B. JOINT MANEUVERS _
■ <

In July 195b, while assigned to the SLIWNO PZ Post as CI officer, Source 
received orders to report to the Baltic WOP Brigade headquarters at KOSZALIN, 
to participate In Joint maneuvers scheduled to take place on the coast from 
25 July to 10 August 1959- Upon arrival at the Brigade headquarters, he was 
briefed by the chief of Cl Division, Major BRZOZOWSKI, (fnu), on the general 
situation, then on his specific assignment. Source was assigned the duties of 
a CI officer in Lebork County with a mission to organize a civil observation and 
reporting force, alert to airborne and seaborne hostile forces.

Source recalled from the briefing on the general situation the following 
alignment of forces: .

1. Participating Units

a. Defending Force /
- , • - i <> i ,■ -

z ' ' "IP
The commanding officer of the force wab^Brigadler General Waclaw KOMAR, 

who until his retirement in I960, was commander of troops of the NSW. Upon 'his 
retirement the position of the commanding officer of the NSW Troops was abolished*^ 
Subordinate to General KOMAR were the following elements: x

Baltic WOP Brigade; .

Elements of the Pomorska WOP Brigade, consisting of one or two 
companies and an unknown radio-telephone element;

Elements of the Lubuska WOP Brigade, consisting of at least one 
radio-telephone communication platoon and a battery of eight ZPU2;

A separate KBW battalion from KOSZALIN, strength unknown, but 
observed major items of equipment consisted of unknown number of 85-mm AAA 
guns, M1939, unknown numbers of 76-MM AT guns, and 82-mm mortars;

One or two company-size units from an unldentfied KBW major head
quarters from KATOWICE;

One or two company-size units from unrecalled KBW major headquarters;

.Unknown, number of KBW helicopters and fixed-wing reconnaissance 
planes;

Unknown number of WOP cutters and motor boats from KOLOBRZEG.

The commanding officer of the WOP force was Colonel Jan TRAN;"^ the 
comr-and fng officer of the KBW elements was a KBW colonel, name unrecalled.
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b. At tack Ing Force

The commanding officer was unknown.
4 

One battalion of naval infantry from 2CIWNCW;

Elements of an airborne division, Commandos (Komandosi), believed 
to be stationed in tile vicinity of WARSAW, consisting of 200 paratroopers, 
(Source bad no further information on the unit.)

c. Umpire Staff

The chief umpire was an unidentified military colonel from MON 
headquarters, WARSAW, assisted by a team of military umpires.

2. Mission

The object of the maneuver was to test the ability of WOP CI organs 
to organise the population into a civil defense force with the cooperation Of 
all local civil authorities, social and political organizations, labor and 
industrial enterprises; the adequacy of existing WOP SOP's; radio and wire com
munication means along the coastal zone in the event of a surprise enemy attack 
from air c-r sea; and the alertness and reporting procedures of the WOP outposts 
deployed along the Baltic coast.

J. Area of Operation

The limits of the maneuver area extended along a line from NCWOGARD 
through BIALOGARD to LEBCRK in the south, and along the coast line from DZIWNCW 
to KARW1A in the north.

4. Execution of the Maneuver

The line units of the Baltic WOP Brigade remained in place and conducted 
their normal border security duties.

The remaining elements of the defending force were assembled in a wooded 
area in the vicinity of KOSZALIN.;

Ftoe about 27 July to about 6 August the CI officers organized the 
civil defense force and radio-telephone communication net in the maneuver 
area; reconnoitered their areas of responsibility for possible landing beaches 
and air drcp sites, and reported them to the chief of the CI Division at KQSZADIN; 
and received, interrogated and further processed captured paratroopers who 
were dropped in small numbers (three or four) in the maneuver area for the 
purpose of disrupting communications, simulating destruction of radar, radio 
stations and bridges.

It was established from the interrogation of the POW's that the enemy 
sea force, preceded by a massed air drop, would land on beaches in the vicinity ■ 
of ROWY and XnZBZYNO.

A fully motorized reserve force, strength unknown, was kept in the 
headquarters of the Baltic WOP Brigade, and in the assembly area near KOSZAUN 
as mobile reinforcements to be used when and where needed.

About 8 August 1957, under cover of darkness 
were dropped in the vicinity of LEBORK. Their mlssi 
as deeply as possible and destroy bridges and commun 
fled KBW unit captured the paratroopers.
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On. 9 August at about 2JOO hours a detail of about 15 naval Infantrymen, 
unit unidentified, landed in small pneumatic assault boats in the vicinity of 
ROWY. Tlie detail was met by WOP troopers performing their normal border 
security duties and was quickly captured.

About 10 August at 0400 hours a battalion-size amphibious force 
landed In .the vicinity of MRZEZYNO. The force identified as the naval 
Infantry battalion from'DZIWNOW captured MRZEZYNO, but by 1000 hours Joined 
forces of WOP and KBW, reinforced by the reserve elements from KOSZALIN, 
surrounded and captured the force.

The maneuver terminated on 11 August, followed by a critique given by 
the chief umpire and Brigadier General KOMAR. According to General KOMAR's 
statement the maneuver was well executed and was a total success.

C. AIR AND HOME TERRITORIAL ANTIAIR DEFENSE FORCES (Powletrzna Obrona Przeciw 
Lotnlcza Obszaru KraJowego-POPLOK) (See Annex A for Source's schematic concept 
of the organization.)

Source could not give a detailed description of this organization, but from 
lectures heard at the WOP Officers' School at KETRZYN2 and from briefings 
attended during the Joint maneuvers described in paragraph B above, he 
described It in the following general terms!

'Die supreme headquarters for the organization was the headquarters of the 
Warsaw Pact Forces, through the Polish Ministry of National Defense. Source 
did not know the structure of the Warsaw Pact Forces headquarters and the Ministry 
of National De tense. The Minister of National Defense was Lt Gen SPYCHALSKI. 
Subordinate to the minister were the ground forces, the navy and the air force. 
POPLOK was a component element of the air force, commanded by Gen BIELECKI.

Subordinate to Gen BIELECKI was the deputy for aviation natters, rank and 
name unrecalled, to whom were subordinate the fighter units, the bomber units and 
the special aircraft units (transport, reconnaissance, and observation); the 
deputy for air home territorial antlair defense matters, Col MANKIEWICZ, (fnu), 
to whom were subordinate the radar units, the AAA units, the rocket AAA units, 
the searchlight detachments, the smoke generator detachments, and the civil 
territorial air defense, consisting of the three military districts (Silesian, 
Warsaw and Pomeranian); the Fighter Pilots' School at DEBLIN; the Bomber 
Pilots' School at an unrecalled location; and the Officers' Radar School at 
JELENIA GORA.

Comments:

1. For the description of the physical obstacle area, radar towers, observation 
towers, organization, equipment, and function of WOP units see Army 
Interrogation Unit report y62-E-559l, entitled "Order of Battle Information 
on Polish Border Security Troops (c)" also published as RC-6496.

2. For the criteria for selection of personnel for WOP officers and officers' 
candidate training see forthcoming Army Interrogation Unit report 
"Border Security Troops Officers' School at KETRZYN, Poland (C)."

5- Source's biographical details on this and other field grade WOP officers 
mentioned will be provided in a forthcoming Army Interrogation Unit 
report entitled "Polish Border Security Troops Officers (C)-"
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Comments (Cont'd)

4. For Source's additional information on the unidentified separate naval 
infantry battalion, see Navy Interrogation Unit report entitled "Activities 
of the Polish Navy" circulating in the Department of the Navy as CINCUSNAVEUR 
Frankfurt Report F 71-S-ul, .dated 25 November lycl, also published as RC-640j5.
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Annex A
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SOURCE'S CONCEPT OP THE ORGANIZATION 
OP THE POLL'JH AIR HIKE TERRITORIAL . 
/-.HTIAIF. DEFENCE FOiCF-S (PtWIETRZNA 
C33RANA PJ'ZECIW LOTN1CZA 0B3ZARU 
KRAJWEGO)

Chief, Warsaw
Pact 
(Soviet marshall, 

name unrecalled)

Ministry of 
national. Defense 
(Lt Gen
SPYCHALSKI)

CO
NF

ID
EN

TI
AL

Fighter Pilots'
School, DEBLIN

Date of Info: July 1961
Banin of Info: Lociturw at WOP Officers' 
School at KJETRZYN and briefings at Baltic 
WOP Brigade at KCXIZALIN during Joint 
maneuvers, July-August Ij'J'y. Source had 
no on-the-job contact with the organiza
tion, and had no further information on 
any of its components.

CO
NF

ID
EN
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AL

Bomber UnitsFighter Units

Special Aircraft 
Units (Transport 
and Reconnaissance)

Radar Units Searchlight 
Detachments

AAA Units Smoke 
Generator 
Detachment

Rocket AAA 
Units

Territorial 
Civil Air 
Defense

Silesian Milir- 
tary District 
lol Michal

Warsaw Mili
tary -Distrio t

Pomeranian Mili
tary District








